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We explore O(N) models in dimensions 4 < d < 6. Specifically, we investigate models of an
O(N) vector field coupled to an additional scalar field via a cubic interaction. Recent results in
d = 6 −  have uncovered an interacting ultraviolet fixed point of the renormalization group (RG)
if the number N of components of the vector field is large enough, suggesting that these models
are asymptotically safe. We set up a functional RG analysis of these systems to address three key
issues: Firstly, we find that in d = 5 the interacting fixed point exists all the way down to N = 1.
Secondly, we show that the standard O(N) universality classes are actually embedded in those of
the cubic models, in that the latter exhibit the same values for (most of) the critical exponents, but
feature an additional third RG relevant direction. Thirdly, we address the critical question of global
stability of the fixed-point potential to test whether the fixed point can underly a viable quantum
field theory.
I. INTRODUCTION: O(N) MODELS WITHIN
THE ASYMPTOTIC-SAFETY PARADIGM
It has recently been suggested that a unitary UV com-
pletion of O(N) models above four dimensions can be
found if the theory is formulated in terms of an O(N)
vector field coupled to an additional scalar field, defined
by the Lagrangian [1]
L = 1
2
(∂µφi)
2 +
1
2
(∂µz)
2 +
1
2
gzφiφi +
1
6
λz3 , (1)
with i = 1, . . . , N . The theory without the kinetic term
for z arises from a Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation
of a pure quartic O(N) model with N -component vec-
tor φi. The new field z is introduced as a composite
field representing the quadratic operator φ2i . In 6 − 
dimensions a perturbative renormalization group (RG)
study has uncovered an UV fixed point with real val-
ues of the couplings for large enough N [1, 2]. This
provides a possible example of an asymptotically safe
model. Asymptotic safety, proposed by Weinberg [3], has
recently been explored as a new paradigm for quantum
field theories [4, 5], including quantum gravity [6–11]. At
its heart lies an interacting fixed point, at which quantum
fluctuations render the theory scale invariant. Further,
the model defined by Eq. (1) is conjectured to be related
to Vasiliev higher-spin theories [12–17] via the AdS/CFT
correspondence [18, 19]. It may thus provide a concrete
connection between AdS/CFT and asymptotic safety.
Moreover, the model could provide a possible starting
point to render the Higgs-Yukawa sector of the Standard
Model asymptotically safe: While the issue of triviality
represents an important unresolved problem in four di-
mensions [20–23], an UV fixed point in a setting with an
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additional compact dimension could provide a possible
mechanism for UV completion.
Within the  expansion, a stable1 and real fixed point
has been found only if N > Nc, with the critical value
being Nc ≈ 1038 at one loop and Nc(d = 5) ≈ 64 on the
level of the three-loop expansion [2]. Using resummation
techniques, a value of Nc ≈ 400 has been found on the
four-loop level [24]. Conformal bootstrap techniques that
are applicable to critical O(N) models [25] have also been
employed to conjecture the existence of a finite value of
Nc in d = 5 [26], while Ref. [27] finds indications for
Nc = 1. In addition, a related model based on the ten-
sorial instead of the scalar Hubbard-Stratonovich decou-
pling features an O(N) fixed point in d = 6−  for small
values N = 2, 3 [28]. The situation appears to be simi-
lar to the fixed-point structure of the three-dimensional
Abelian Higgs model [29–31], where the lowest-order 
expansion significantly overestimates the critical N , and
alternative methods now agree on a low value [32–38].
If existent, universality suggests that a stable interact-
ing fixed point in the theory (1) may be equivalent to the
usual Wilson-Fisher fixed point of the pure quartic O(N)
models above four dimensions. In this latter formulation
it is located at negative coupling, and therefore usually
rejected as unphysical. The possible existence of such a
duality triggers a number of intriguing questions:
1. What is the true Nc in five dimensions?
2. Does the classical equivalence of the cubic theory
defined by Eq. (1) and the original quartic O(N)
model continue on the quantum level?
3. Does the cubic model feature a stable fixed-point
potential?
1 Here, “stable” refers to the number of RG relevant directions,
not to the stability of the fixed-point potential.
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2If the answers to Questions 2 and 3 turned out posi-
tive, and the value for Nc in d = 5 (Question 1) hap-
pened to be not too large, the existence of the fixed
point in the cubic model would cure the deficiencies of
the Wilson-Fisher fixed point in the original quartic for-
mulation of the model, and its rejection would turn out
to be premature. To address these questions, we em-
ploy a nonperturbative approach that goes beyond the 
expansion, the functional renormalization group [39]. A
first functional RG analysis in this spirit has been under-
taken in [40]. Working within a local potential approx-
imation of the original pure O(N) model with quartic
self-interaction (i.e., without parametrization in terms of
a Hubbard-Stratonovich field), this early study comes to
the conclusion that no physically admissible fixed-point
solution with stable potential exists in 4 < d < 6. The
formulation within the original quartic model, however,
might miss important nonperturbative information that
is encoded in the Hubbard-Stratonovich parametrization.
Physically, this would imply that momentum-dependent
interaction channels would actually be important to re-
cover an admissible fixed point. These can be efficiently
captured by using a Hubbard-Stratonovich transforma-
tion. On the other hand, it may also be conceivable that
the pure quartic O(N) models and the O(N)-symmetric
models that include an additional scalar field z turn
out to actually not be equivalent on the quantum level.
Then, a fixed point with stable potential could exist in
the latter, while no viable fixed point would exist in
the former, i.e., the extension of the Wilson-Fisher fixed
point to d > 4 would indeed feature an unstable poten-
tial, as expected from the perturbative expansion.
In the present work, we apply the functional renor-
malization group to the cubic Lagrangian formulated in
Eq. (1) as an attempt to address all three questions.
The work is organized as follows: In Sec. II we intro-
duce our method and present the flow equations. The
connection to the previous -expansion results is estab-
lished in Sec. III, while we discuss our results on Nc in
Sec. IV (Question 1). In Sec. V we compare the univer-
sality class defined by our fixed point with the original
O(N) universality classes (Question 2). The discussion
of the stability of the fixed-point potential (Question 3)
is made in Secs. VI and VI. We summarize and conclude
in Sec. VIII.
II. FUNCTIONAL RENORMALIZATION
GROUP
The functional renormalization group (FRG) approach
is based on a functional RG equation – the Wetterich
equation [41]. It allows us to devise truncational schemes
to systematically evaluate the scale-dependence of quan-
tum and statistical field theories within and beyond the
realm of perturbation theory.
A. Key features
The Wetterich equation has a one-loop structure, re-
sembling the one-loop functional determinant. This
implies that the proliferation of diagrams that arises
beyond leading order in the  expansion is avoided
with this method. At the same time, the use of the
non-perturbative propagator encodes higher-order effects
within the one-loop structure. Thus, the FRG is con-
sidered an ideal tool to investigate interacting RG fixed
points, in particular those underlying asymptotically safe
models. As an intriguing example, it provides a way
to investigate asymptotically safe quantum gravity away
from the critical dimension, which in gravity is d = 2.
Employing the  expansion, early studies have found an
interacting fixed point in quantum gravity, providing an
UV complete quantum field theory for the metric [42]. As
a major success of the functional renormalization group,
this fixed point has been found to persist for d > 2, and in
particular at d = 4, in a variety of approximations [6–11].
In this work we explore the interacting fixed point found
for the cubic scalar model in d = 6 −  in Refs. [1, 2]
in a similar spirit, starting in the vicinity of d = 6, in
order to be able to compare with the previous results.
Ultimately, we move away from the critical dimension in
order to estimate the fate of the fixed point towards the
physical case d = 5.
B. The Wetterich equation
The FRG provides a practical implementation of Wil-
son’s idea of successively integrating out degrees of free-
dom in the functional integral representation. It is formu-
lated in terms of an exact functional differential equation
describing the evolution of the generating functional for
the one-particle irreducible correlation functions, i.e., the
effective action Γ, equipped with an IR momentum cutoff
scale k, [41],
∂tΓk =
1
2
STr
[
(Γ
(2)
k +Rk)
−1∂tRk
]
, (2)
with ∂t = k∂k, see also [43, 44]. The scale-dependent
effective action Γk interpolates between the microscopic
action S and the full quantum effective action Γk→0 in
the IR. The interpolation is implemented by the regula-
tor function Rk(p) which depends on the IR cutoff scale
k and the momentum p of the field configurations that
are integrated over in the generating functional. It sup-
presses low-momentum fluctuations, as Rk(p) > 0 for
p2 < k2. The regulator function satisfies Rk(p)→∞ for
k → Λ→∞ and Rk(p)→ 0 for k/|p| → 0. The regulator
modifies the microscopic action in the functional integral
Z =
∫
Λ
DΦ e−S[Φ] by the replacement
S → S +
∫
p
1
2
Φ(−p)Rk(p)Φ(p) , (3)
3where Φ represents a collective field variable for all field
degrees of freedom of a specific model, Φ = (φi, z) in
our case. The scale-dependent action is then defined
as the (modified) Legendre transform of the regularized
Schwinger functional Wk[J ] = lnZk, see [39] for details.
Thus Γk contains contributions from high-momentum
quantum fluctuations at p2/k2 > 1, only. Further, in
Eq. (2) we have introduced(
Γ
(2)
k
)
ij
(p, q) =
δ
δΦ(−p)
δ
δΦ(q)
Γk . (4)
The FRG can be applied in arbitrary (fractional) dimen-
sion. In a variety of cases already low-order truncations
have been shown to yield reasonable results, in particular
in terms of critical exponents. For reviews on this rapidly
evolving method, see, e.g., Refs. [39, 45–51].
C. Truncation
The scale-dependent action contains all possible op-
erators that are compatible with the symmetries. The
application of the Wetterich equation to a model with an
interacting fixed point relies on truncating this space of
couplings to a (tractable) subspace. Increasing the or-
der of the truncation then provides a way of testing the
reliability and quantitative precision of the results. In
this work, we will consider the following ansatz for the
effective action at scale k:
Γk =
∫
ddx
[Zφ
2
(∂µφ¯)
2 +
Zz
2
(∂µz¯)
2 + U(ρ¯, z¯)
]
, (5)
where we have introduced the field invariant ρ¯ = φ¯
2
2 . The
wave-function renormalizations Zφ, Zz and the effective
potential U are scale-dependent quantities. In the sim-
plest case, one may consider an effective potential of the
form
U(ρ¯, z¯) = λ¯1 z¯ +
m¯2z
2
z¯2 +
λ¯
6
z¯3 + m¯2φρ¯+ g¯ z¯ ρ¯. (6)
This ansatz includes the original theory of Eq. (1) in the
limit Zz → 1, Zφ → 1, with the mass parameters sent to
m¯2z → 0, m¯2φ → 0, as well as λ¯1 → 0. However, once
interaction effects are included, nontrivial momentum de-
pendences can be generated by the RG, a subset of which
can be parameterized by the wave-function renormaliza-
tions Zz and Zφ. To search for fixed-point solutions, we
will work in dimensionless variables:
z =
k−(d−2)/2
Z
1/2
z
z¯, φ =
k−(d−2)/2
Z
1/2
φ
φ¯, (7)
u(ρ, z) = k−dU(ρ¯(ρ), z¯(z)), g =
k−3+d/2
Zz Z
1/2
φ
g¯ . (8)
FIG. 1. One-loop diagrams that encode the flow of the
couplings within the FRG. Left panel: λ1 (upper line) and λ
(second line). Right panel: g (both lines). We denote z by a
dotted line and φ by a solid line. The loop propagators are
regularized nonperturbative propagators, and the regulator
insertion ∂tRk is denoted by a crossed circle. All diagrams are
evaluated at constant external fields, i.e., vanishing external
momenta.
The FRG flow equation for the dimensionless renormal-
ized version of the effective potential u = u(ρ, z) reads
∂tu =− du+ (d− 2 + ηφ)ρ u(1,0) + d− 2 + ηz
2
z u(0,1)
+ IdR,φ(ωz, ωφ, ωφz) + (N − 1)IdG,φ(u(1,0))
+ IdR,z(ωφ, ωz, ωφz) , (9)
where we have introduced dimensionless mass terms in
the arguments of the threshold functions Idi,j
ωφ = u
(1,0) + 2ρ u(2,0) , (10)
ωz = u
(0,2) , (11)
ωφz =
√
2ρ u(1,1) . (12)
The threshold functions for the optimized regulator [52]
read
IdR,i(x, y, w) =
4vd
d
(
1− ηi
d+ 2
)
1 + x
(1 + x)(1 + y)− w2 ,
(13)
IdG,i(x) =
4vd
d
(
1− ηi
d+ 2
)
1
1 + x
, (14)
where v−1d = 2
d+1pid/2Γ(d/2) and i = φ, z. For the sharp
regulator the threshold functions are2
IdR,i,sh(x, y, w) = −vd ln
[
(1 + x)(1 + y)− w2] , (15)
IdG,i,sh(x) = −vd ln [(1 + x)2] . (16)
This provides all ingredients required to extract the beta
functions for the couplings in Eq. (6) from the flow equa-
tion (9). Diagrammatically, these can be encoded in sim-
ple one-loop diagrams according to the one-loop structure
of the Wetterich equation, cf. Fig. 1.
2 Different definitions for the threeshold functions within the
sharp-cutoff scheme are possible, depending on how the sharp-
cutoff limit is taken [53, 54]. However, they only differ by a
constant and thus do not alter resulting global properties of the
potential.
4FIG. 2. One-loop diagrams that encode the flow of the mass
and the wave-function renormalization for the scalar z (dotted
line) and the scalar φ (solid line), respectively. The loop prop-
agators are regularized nonperturbative propagators, and the
regulator insertion ∂tRk is denoted by a crossed circle. The
anomalous dimensions ηz, ηφ are obtained by expanding to
second order in the external momenta, while the beta func-
tions for the masses are encoded in the diagrams at vanishing
external momenta.
For the anomalous dimensions, encoded in the dia-
grams in Fig. 2, we find for both the flat and the sharp
cutoffs
ηz =
4vd
d
(
λ2
(1 +m2z)
4
+N
g2
(1 +m2φ)
4
)
, (17)
ηφ =
8vd
d
g2
(1 +m2z)
2(1 +m2φ)
2
. (18)
Our conventions for the sharp-cutoff scheme follow those
of [55]. For d→ 6 and with mz = 0 = mφ in the thresh-
old functions this reduces to the anomalous dimensions
given in [1], as it should (apart from a factor of 2 which
is due to different conventions used in [1]).
For the effective potential we will employ two differ-
ent ansa¨tze. One suggestion is to treat the Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation similar to the one in many
fermionic models and to simply consider an expansion of
the dimensionless renormalized effective potential in the
z field, i.e.,
u(ρ, z) = (m2φ + gz)ρ+ v(z) , (19)
with a function v ≡ v(z) that, for instance, can be ex-
panded in a local potential approximation (LPA). Tak-
ing into account the wave function renormalizations or
anomalous dimensions, we will refer to such a truncation
scheme as LPA′. This truncation recovers the perturba-
tive fixed-point solution from Ref. [1] near d↗ 6, see the
following section. In practice, we expand v(z) in a Taylor
series to finite order, reading
v(z) =
imax∑
i=1
λi
i!
zi , (20)
where λ2 = m
2
z, λ3 = λ and Nmax defines the order of the
LPA, i.e., LPAimax. In the limit of N → ∞ we will also
study the global properties of v(z) without expanding in
the z field, see Sec. VI.
In Sec. VII we will go beyond the ansatz (19) by allow-
ing for higher-order self-interactions of the φ-field, and
will refer to this as a “two-field expansion”.
III. EXTENDING THE FIXED POINT FROM
d = 6−  TO d = 5
We discuss the connection between the FRG and the
-expansion scheme to show that both approaches co-
incide in the perturbative limit. This allows us to re-
late our results to the fixed-point solutions identified in
Ref. [1]. We will then study these results in detail within
the FRG approach by evaluating the fixed-point proper-
ties directly in d = 5 including nonperturbative effects,
such as threshold terms in the loop integrals. In the
first order of the  expansion the fixed-point solutions
by Fei et al. [1] appear at large N > 1038. To be ex-
plicit, we compare the FRG and the -expansion results
for N = 2000; however, the agreement we find does not
depend on the specific choice of N . For d → 6 and to
leading order in 6 − d the results from the FRG and
the  expansion agree perfectly, as expected, cf. Fig. 3.
Here, we have worked with the optimized regulator func-
tion as this is expected, at least for simple scalar mod-
els, to yield the best estimates for the critical exponents
[46, 52, 56, 57]. For d → 5 the differences between the
two approaches become sizable, which can be attributed
to threshold corrections that contribute to the FRG β
functions. For better comparison, we also list the val-
ues for the couplings and the anomalous dimensions in
d = 5.9 and d = 5.0 for the FRG and the  expansion in
Tab. I. Within the FRG, we also show the values from
two different truncation schemes (LPA3′ and LPA6′) to
display the formidable convergence of the polynomial ex-
pansion in the z field. For clarity, we display only the
stable one of the two fixed points that appear in the 
expansion for N > 1038, i.e. the one with the lowest
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FIG. 3. Comparison of fixed-point values and anomalous di-
mensions for N = 2000 within the  expansion (blue solid
lines) and the FRG in LPA3′ (red dashed) and LPA6′ (green).
The different LPA′ results are hardly distinguishable.
5TABLE I. Fixed point values and anomalous dimensions for
N = 2000 in d = 5.9 and d = 5.
approximation d g λ ηφ ηz
1 exp 5.9 0.7801 5.1215 0.00010223 0.10444
FRG LPA3′ 5.9 0.7089 4.4708 0.00008289 0.10327
FRG LPA6′ 5.9 0.7089 4.4956 0.00008288 0.10329
1 exp 5 2.4670 16.1957 0.00102233 1.04436
FRG LPA3′ 5 0.9664 5.7938 0.00011043 1.00338
FRG LPA6′ 5 0.9664 5.7993 0.00011040 1.00338
number of RG relevant directions. The other, unstable
fixed point which features an additional relevant direc-
tion is also found in our FRG approach and coincides
with the unstable fixed point from  expansion in the
limit d→ 6.
IV. CRITICAL N FROM THE FRG
In the  expansion the stable fixed point was found to
exist only above a certain critical Nc, with Nc (beyond
leading order) depending on the dimension d. To lead-
ing order the result is independent of d and one finds
Nc ≈ 1038. As has been emphasized, e.g., in [2], it is
highly desirable to use a nonperturbative method to ob-
tain another estimate of Nc beyond the  expansion. We
now compute Nc(d) within the truncation Eq. (5) with
Eq. (19) of the functional renormalization group.
In particular, we are interested in determining whether
a minimal value of N , below which the fixed point ceases
to be real, exists within the FRG setting. As is obvious
from Fig. 3, our results are close to those of the leading-
order  expansion for d→ 6. Accordingly, our numerical
evaluation indeed yields a critical value ofN , at which the
stable fixed point merges with the unstable fixed point,
TABLE II. The fixed-point values and anomalous dimensions
for N = 1, N = 2 and N = 10 in d = 5 exhibit convergence at
increasing orders of the local potential approximation (LPA′).
approximation N g λ ηφ ηz
FRG LPA3′ 1 70.686 346.221 0.00899 1.8108
FRG LPA4′ 1 70.632 347.484 0.00897 1.8096
FRG LPA5′ 1 70.622 350.745 0.00895 1.8097
FRG LPA6′ 1 70.622 350.777 0.00895 1.8097
FRG LPA3′ 2 46.411 231.184 0.01184 1.6921
FRG LPA4′ 2 46.342 233.323 0.01175 1.6898
FRG LPA5′ 2 46.336 236.466 0.01171 1.6903
FRG LPA6′ 2 46.334 236.541 0.01170 1.6902
FRG LPA3′ 10 16.802 90.398 0.01013 1.3474
FRG LPA4′ 10 16.783 93.060 0.00993 1.3464
FRG LPA5′ 10 16.787 94.725 0.00988 1.3477
FRG LPA6′ 10 16.786 94.870 0.00987 1.3477
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FIG. 4. Fixed-point values and anomalous dimensions in
LPA3′ for d & dc (d = 5.9, 5.8, 5.7, 5.6 from purple to green).
For these choices of d, the large-N fixed point as discovered
from the  expansion [1] can be continued up to some critical
Nc(d) with Nc(d→ 6) ≈ 1038, Nc(5.9) ≈ 623, Nc(5.8) ≈ 349,
and Nc(5.7) ≈ 163. However, we find that the fixed point
reappears on the real axis at small values ofN and large values
of the couplings ∼ O(1), even in the limit d → 6 (“small-N
island”).
and both disappear into the complex plane. For d =
5.999 we get Nc ≈ 1034, while for d = 5.9 we already
find Nc ≈ 623. Towards lower dimensionality, the critical
value decreases, and we find Nc ≈ 349 in d = 5.8 and
Nc ≈ 163 in d = 5.7, cf. Fig. 4, in qualitative agreement
with the -expansion results.
As a difference to the  expansion, we find that the
fixed point reappears on the real axis for lower values
of N , see Fig. 4. Near and below d = 6, there are two
“islands” on the N axis on which the fixed point is real.
Below some noninteger critical dimension dc, we find that
these two islands merge, and the fixed point exists at real
values of the couplings for all N ≥ 1, see Fig. 5. Within
our approximation we obtain dc ≈ 5.65 numerically. Our
results thus suggest that a critical value of N does not
exist in the physical situation of d = 5. A summary of
these findings is shown in Fig. 6 and the convergence of
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FIG. 5. Fixed-point values and anomalous dimensions for
d < dc (d = 5.6, 5.5, 5.4, 5.3, 5.2, 5.1, 5.0 from green to red).
For these choices of d the large-N FRG fixed-point solution
can be continued at real values of the couplings all the way
down to N = 1.
the results within the LPA′ is exhibited in Tab. II.
The existence of a second island for low N and d > dc
in which the fixed point reappears on the real axis is due
to nonperturbative threshold effects of our FRG equa-
tions: In fact, we find that the fixed-point couplings
in this “low-N island” have values of O(1), even when
d → 6. This second island is therefore inaccessible by
the perturbative expansion, even when  is small. The
reappearance of the fixed point at low N near d → 6 is
in fact responsible for the occurrence of the noninteger
critical dimension dc, and hence ultimately for the com-
paratively large quantitative disagreement between our
FRG estimates and the values obtained from extrapo-
lating the perturbative expansion to larger values of .
While at present we cannot exclude the possiblity that
the reappearance of the fixed point at low N is an arti-
fact of our truncation, we do not find any sign of break-
down of our approximation at low N . A similar “low-N
island” has, in fact, recently been identified within the
6−  expansion of a related cubic O(N) theory in which
the Hubbard-Stratonovich decoupling is made in the ten-
FRG fixed point
5.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.0
1
5
10
50
100
500
1000
d
N
3 and FRG fixed point
no fixed point
FIG. 6. Region of existence of a stable and real fixed within
FRG in LPA3′ (gray shaded) and, for comparison, from the
third-order  expansion (hatched) [2]. The values for Nc (solid
and dashed line, respectively) agree in the vicinity of d = 6, as
they should, but then deviate significantly, due to threshold
effects in the FRG flow. Moreover, we find within the FRG
that the fixed point reappears on the real axis for small values
of N in the limit d→ 6.
sorial channel as opposed to the scalar channel [28]. It is
certainly tempting to identify these small-N fixed points
with our low-N island. However, understanding the rela-
tion between the fixed points in the tensorial and scalar
cubic models requires to overcome the ambiguity in the
different Hubbard-Stratonovich decouplings of the φ4 in-
teraction (so-called Fierz or mean-field ambiguity) [58].
Within the FRG, this would be possible by means of dy-
namical bosonization [46, 59, 60]. This is left for future
work.
The existence of a noninteger critical dimension 4 <
dc < 6 below which the fixed point exists for all N ≥ 1
is in fact requisite to the conjecture that the fixed point
of the cubic scalar theory in d = 6 −  represents the
analytic continuation of the O(N) Wilson-Fisher fixed
point towards d > 4 [1], as well as to the case where
the O(N) universality class is embedded in that of our
model, see Sec. V. In d = 4 +  the Wilson-Fisher fixed
point can be accessed by the  expansion of a pure (−φ4)
theory and hence is guaranteed to exist (though at neg-
ative quartic coupling) for all values of N ≥ 1 as long as
 is small. If the fixed point of our cubic model defines
the cubic O(N) universality class in d > 4 one therefore
expects already on general grounds that there exists a
critical dimension dc below which no merging and anni-
hilation of fixed points occurs, with 4 < dc < 6. The
main question is only whether dc is above or below the
physical dimension. Within our approximation we find
dc ≈ 5.65 and thus above d = 5. It should in principle be
possible to test this scenario with standard Monte Carlo
simulations. We conjecture that such simulations should
display universal critical behavior governed by our stable
fixed point for any value of N in d = 5. We should em-
phasize, however, that it is unclear at present, whether a
lattice formulation (with positive measure) exists, which
allows to demonstrate the existence of our fixed point and
assess its properties. We further discuss this problem in
7the concluding section.
Overall, the situation appears to be similar to the is-
sue of the fixed-point structure of the three-dimensional
Abelian Higgs model [29–37]: Within the  expansion in
d = 4−  dimensions, one finds a critical number N (AH)c
of complex scalars below which a real and stable fixed
point ceases to exist, with N
(AH)
c ≈ 183 to leading order
in the  expansion [29, 30]. However, already the next-to-
leading order term drastically reduces the estimate when
extrapolated to  = 1 [31, 33]. It has therefore been spec-
ulated that the standard  expansion may be inapplicable
to the physically relevant situation in d = 3, forcing one
to go back to alternative approximations [33]. The per-
turbative RG analysis in fixed d = 3 [34], in agreement
with earlier functional RG studies [35], predicted that a
stable and real fixed point may in fact continue to exist
all the way down to N (AH) = 1. This scenario is also
consistent with the data from lattice Monte Carlo simu-
lations [36]. It is therefore nowadays believed that in fact
N
(AH)
c < 1 in d = 3, the lowest-order -expansion result
notwithstanding [38].
V. COMPARISON OF UNIVERSALITY
CLASSES
A universality class is characterized by universal scal-
ing exponents. These include the anomalous dimensions
of the fields, as well as the exponents that characterize
the linearized RG flow of the essential couplings around
a fixed point. Within a RG scheme that includes beta
functions for the masses, all critical exponents can be ob-
tained by diagonalizing the stability matrix in the vicin-
ity of the fixed point. Specifically, denoting the set of all
dimensionless couplings, including the masses, by {gi},
with fixed-point values {gi ∗}, the stability matrix M is
given by
Mmn = ∂βgm
∂gn
∣∣∣
gi=gi ∗
. (21)
The critical exponents are defined as the eigenvalues of
this matrix, multiplied by a negative sign,
θI = −eigMmn. (22)
In the vicinity of the Gaussian fixed point, the critical
exponents agree exactly with the canonical dimensions
of the couplings, whereas residual interactions result in
additional contributions near an interacting fixed point.
While beta functions of dimensionful couplings are non-
universal, i.e., scheme-dependent, the critical exponents
are scheme-independent. Thus the set of critical expo-
nents is determined uniquely by the symmetries, dimen-
sionality and degrees of freedom of a system.3
3 Exceptions to this general rule have been discussed in Ref. [61].
We will explicitly compare the critical exponents for
the pure quartic O(N) model (analytically continued to
d > 4) with those of the cubic model specified in Eq. (1),
in order to explore whether the universality classes agree.
If they do not, then the pure O(N) model and the model
that we consider here are actually inequivalant on the
quantum level.
A. Analytic continuation of the Wilson-Fisher
O(N) fixed point to d > 4
In the large-N limit, solutions of the flow equation for
the effective potential within the original quartic O(N)
formulation are available [62–64], and yield [62]
ν =
1
θ1
=
1
d− 2 , (23)
in agreement with the simple analytic continuation of the
result in d < 4 [65]. Similarly, the second-largest critical
exponent of the large-N fixed point is determined by
ω = −θ2 = 4− d, (24)
again continuing the d < 4 result from Ref. [65] towards
d > 4. The Wilson-Fisher fixed point in d > 4 thus has
two relevant directions (θ2 > 0), in contrast to the case
of d < 4. The additional relevant direction is associated
with the quartic coupling, which has canonical scaling di-
mension 4−d, and is therefore perturbatively irrelevant at
the Gaussian fixed point. Thus the Gaussian fixed point
is IR attractive in the quartic coupling. Accordingly a
non-Gaussian fixed point will be UV attractive, i.e., IR
relevant in that coupling. The other relevant direction
is associated with the mass operator, and has canonical
dimension 2 independent of d.
B. Universality class of the cubic O(N) model
For the model defined in Eq. (1) with the Hubbard-
Stratonovich field z we find the anomalous dimensions in
the limit N →∞:
N →∞: ηφ → 0, ηz → 6− d, (25)
cf. Figs. 4, 5 and Sec. VI. The scaling dimensions for the
fields φ and z are thus
∆φ =
d
2
− 1 + ηφ
2
N→∞−→ d
2
− 1, (26)
∆z =
d
2
− 1 + ηz
2
N→∞−→ 2, (27)
in agreement with Ref. [1].
The beta functions for the two mass parameters in the
simplest truncation specified by Eq. (6) in LPA2′, i.e.,
8λ ≡ 0, read
βm2z = (−2 + ηz)m2z + g2
8vd
d
N
1− ηφ2+d
(1 +m2φ)
3
, (28)
βm2φ = (−2 + ηφ)m
2
φ + g
2 8vd
d
1
(1 +m2φ)(1 +m
2
z)
×
(
1− ηz2+d
1 +m2z
+
1− ηφ2+d
1 +m2φ
)
. (29)
Further, the beta function for g is
βg =
1
2
(d− 6 + ηz + 2ηφ) g + g3 8vd
d
1
(1 +m2φ)
2(1 +m2z)
×
(
−1−
ηz
d+2
1 +m2z
− 21−
ηφ
d+2
1 +m2φ
)
.
(30)
To obtain all critical exponents, it is crucial to consider
also the renormalization of the operator linear in z, i.e.,
the β function for λ1:
βλ1 =
(
1− d
2
+
ηz
2
)
λ1 − g 4vd
d
N
1− ηφd+2
(1 +mφ2)2
. (31)
Including the expressions for the anomalous dimensions,
Eq. (17) and (18), we find the interacting fixed point,
which, e.g., in the case of d = 5, N = 2000 lies at
m2φ ∗ = 2.14 · 10−4, m2z ∗ = 2.006,
g∗ = 0.965, λ1 ∗ = −0.346. (32)
Inserting these fixed-point values in the expression for
the stability matrix yields the critical exponents θ1 =
2.999, θ2 = 0.998 and θ3 = 2.002 and θ4 = −1.001. The
result for θ2 and θ3 can be elucidated by the following
argument: As the interacting fixed point that we consider
emanates from the Gaussian fixed point in d = 6, we can
assume that the critical exponents correspond to scaling
dimensions of the couplingsm2φ andm
2
z at the fixed point.
For these, the following equations hold:
[m2z] =2− ηz = d− 4, (33)
[m2φ] =2− ηφ = 2, (34)
where we have inserted ηφ = 0 and ηz = 6 − d, which
holds in the large-N limit. This argument also motivates
this particular value for ηz: The “composite” field z must
scale in that particular way, in order to reproduce scal-
ing exponents from the pure quartic O(N) model. Our
explicit results for θ2,3 for d = 5 and N = 2000 approach
the values in Eq. (33) and (34) very closely. This con-
firms that our reasoning does indeed explain the observed
critical exponents: Essentially, the scaling at the inter-
acting fixed point is the canonical scaling, shifted by the
anomalous dimension for the z field. The largest critical
exponent θ1 can be understood as the anomalous scaling
of the operator λ1z present in Eq. (6), which has scaling
TABLE III. Critical exponents for N = 2000 in FRG with
LPA3′ and in large-N limit of the analytic continuation of
the Wilson-Fisher O(N) fixed point to d > 4. The departure
of the FRG values from the large-N results is exactly of the
size 1/2000, as one would expect. This suggests that our
FRG results coincides with the large-N expansion in the limit
N →∞ and the FRG fixed point indeed describes the O(N)
universality class above four dimensions.
d N νO(N) ωO(N) νFRG ωFRG θ3FRG
5.9 2000 0.256 -1.9 0.257 -1.904 2.002
5.8 2000 0.263 -1.8 0.263 -1.805 2.002
5.7 2000 0.270 -1.7 0.270 -1.705 2.003
5.6 2000 0.278 -1.6 0.278 -1.604 2.003
5.5 2000 0.286 -1.5 0.286 -1.504 2.003
5.4 2000 0.294 -1.4 0.294 -1.403 2.003
5.3 2000 0.303 -1.3 0.303 -1.302 2.002
5.2 2000 0.313 -1.2 0.313 -1.202 2.002
5.1 2000 0.326 -1.1 0.323 -1.101 2.002
5.0 2000 0.333 -1.0 0.334 -1.003 2.002
4.9 2000 0.345 -0.9 0.345 -0.901 2.001
4.8 2000 0.357 -0.8 0.357 -0.800 2.001
4.7 2000 0.370 -0.7 0.371 -0.700 2.001
4.6 2000 0.385 -0.6 0.385 -0.600 2.001
4.5 2000 0.400 -0.5 0.400 -0.500 2.001
4.4 2000 0.417 -0.4 0.417 -0.400 2.001
4.3 2000 0.435 -0.3 0.435 -0.300 2.000
4.2 2000 0.455 -0.2 0.455 -0.200 2.000
4.1 2000 0.476 -0.1 0.476 -0.100 2.000
dimension (d+ 2− ηz)/2 = d− 2. The explicit result in
d = 5 already highlights the existence of three relevant
directions, i.e., positive critical exponents, in contrast to
only two for the pure quartic O(N) model. This is true
in any dimension 4 < d < 6, cf. Tab. III, where we also
include the self-interaction of the z field (LPA3’). There,
we use a notation in which the largest critical exponent,
θ1, is related to νFRG by θ1 = 1/νFRG. The second-
largest critical exponent is denoted θ3. The third-largest
critical exponent is related to ωFRG by θ2 = −ωFRG.
We have plotted the critical exponents θi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}
for various dimensions d ≤ 5.6 as a function of N in
Fig. 7. At large N this confirms the expected behavior,
where θ1 → d− 2, θ2 → d− 4 and θ3 → 2.
As discussed in Ref. [1], the operators z3 and zφ2
will feature couplings with scaling dimension  = 6 − d
at large N . We are able to confirm this behavior
within our approach, for instance at N = 2000, where
θ4 = −0.496, θ5 = −0.501 at d = 5.5 and Re[θ4] =
−1.003, Re[θ4] = −1.003 at d = 5.
The excellent agreement of the critical exponents ν and
ω between the quartic O(N) model and the cubic O(N)
model shows that the corresponding fixed points define
related universality classes. Note that it is crucial to
include the linear term λ1 z into the flowing action to
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FIG. 7. Critical exponents θi. From green to red fol-
lowing the order of the colors of the rainbow for d =
5.6, 5.5, 5.4, 5.3, 5.2, 5.1, 5.0. For large N the exponents θ1 →
d− 2 and θ2 → d− 4 as given in Eqs. (23) and (24).
obtain a critical exponent that agrees with ν = 1d−2 from
the pure quartic O(N) model. On the other hand, there
is an additional relevant direction in the cubic model,
which is related to the mass-parameter of φ, cf. Eq. (34).
The universality class of the quartic O(N) model is thus
embedded into that of the cubic model: After tuning the
third relevant direction, the remaining tuning that is re-
quired in order to reach the fixed point in the IR is ex-
actly the same in both models. Towards the UV, there
is a third attractive direction of the fixed point, i.e., the
critical hypersurface is three-dimensional. A similar be-
havior occurs in another class of models which contain
multiple scalar fields: Coupling an O(N) vector and an
O(M) vector in d = 3 results in a variety of fixed points,
one of which is the so-called isotropic fixed point (IFP),
at which the symmetry is enhanced to an O(N + M)
symmetry [38]. Thus, the critical exponents of the sim-
ple O(N +M) model can be recovered from the IFP. On
the other hand, it features (at least) one additional rel-
evant direction – again, the simpler universality class is
embedded in the universality class of the model with ad-
ditional fields [66]. The same structure can be observed
in models with even more different sectors coupled to
each other: The simplest universality class is amended
by additional relevant directions, at least one for each
additional direction that is added in field space [67, 68].
VI. STABILITY OF THE POTENTIAL AT
LARGE N IN d = 5
At large N , a consistent truncation that is sufficient
to investigate the stability of the potential is given by
Eq. (19), i.e., u(ρ, z) = (m2φ + gz)ρ + v(z), where no
higher-order terms in the invariant ρ = φ2/2 appear.
Here, we will argue that this truncation captures all
contributions to the effective potential at leading order
in 1/N : Additional interactions are either generated at
subleading order in 1/N or feed back into the fixed-
point equations for u(ρ, z) at subleading order in 1/N .
Essentially, our argument relies on the fact that only
loops which do not contain internal z propagators con-
tribute at leading order in 1/N . The only loops satis-
fying this requirement – given the truncation with the
vertices from Eq. (19) – are those which generate pure
z self-interactions, i.e., loops that do not have external
φ lines: A loop with external φ legs necessarily has to
be constructed with the g z φ2 vertex which forces the
z line to be an internal line and consequently produces
a diagram subleading in 1/N . Thus the “dangerous”
interactions are the self-interactions in z, as these are
generated at leading order in 1/N and can couple back
into the fixed-point equation for u(ρ, z). For instance,
momentum-dependent z self-interactions, of the form
∝ (∂µz)(∂µz)zn, are generated from the g z φ2-vertex
by a closed φ-loop, which contributes at leading order
in 1/N . However, just as in the case for the pure quar-
tic O(N) model, the back-coupling of this term into the
fixed-point equation for u(ρ, z) is given by a closed z-loop,
which is subleading in 1/N [69]. Thus, it is self-consistent
to neglect (momentum-dependent) z self-interactions in
our analysis of the stability of the potential at leading
order in 1/N . Note that our argument relies on the ana-
lyticity of the potential, i.e., a diagrammatic expansion.
From now on, we will use the sharp cutoff exclusively,
for reasons of computational simplicity. As we will see, it
allows us to find an explicit solution to the flow equation
for the effective potential that is well-defined at all values
of the field z. In the large-N limit all diagrams with
an internal z propagator are suppressed, thus the flow
equation for the effective potential v(z) becomes, using
Eqs. (9) and (19),
∂tv(z) = −dv(z) + d− 2 + ηz
2
zv′(z) +NIdG,i(m
2
φ + gz),
(35)
and the flow of the mass of the φ field reduces to
∂tm
2
φ = (ηφ − 2)m2φ. (36)
From this we infer that any fixed point should have
m2φ,∗ = 0, since Eq (18) becomes for large N :
ηφ = 0. (37)
As can be seen from Fig. 1, all explicit contributions to
βg are also suppressed by 1/N . Accordingly, Eq. (30)
reduces to the simple form
∂tg =
1
2
(d− 6 + ηz)g, (38)
from which the fixed-point requirement again shows that
ηz = 6− d. (39)
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The fixed-point value for g can be obtained from Eq. (17),
which for large N reduces to ηz =
4vd
d Ng
2, and thus
g2∗ = (6− d)d/(4vdN).
The flow of the original O(N) model with quartic
coupling µ8φ
4 can in fact be recovered from Eqs. (38)
and (35):
∂t
(
− g
2
m2z
)
= (d− 4)
(
− g
2
m2z
)
+ 2Nvd
(
− g
2
m2z
)2
, (40)
which is the large-N one-loop beta function for the stan-
dard µ8φ
4 theory [38] upon identification µ ≡ −g2/m2z,
which is precisely the relation expected from the Hub-
bard Stratonovich transformation.
With the known fixed-point values for g∗ and mφ,∗ we can solve Eq. (35) for the fixed-point potential v∗(z) with
∂tv∗(z) ≡ 0:
v∗(z) = c|g∗z|5/2 + 4vdN
5

(g∗z)2 − 13g∗z + (g∗z)5/2 arctan
(√
g∗z
)− 14 ln(1 + g∗z)2, for 0 ≤ g∗z,
(g∗z)2 − 13g∗z − (−g∗z)5/2artanh (
√−g∗z)− 14 ln(1 + g∗z)2, for − 1 < g∗z < 0,
(g∗z)2 − 13g∗z − (−g∗z)5/2artanh (1/
√−g∗z)− 14 ln(1 + g∗z)2, for g∗z < −1,
(41)
with arbitrary constant c ∈ R. The form of the potential is plotted for two values of c in Fig. 8. The potential has
the following behavior for small |gz|  1:
v∗(z) = c|g∗z|5/2 + 4vdN
(
−1
6
g∗z +
1
4
(g∗z)2 +
1
3
(g∗z)3
)
+O((g∗z)4), (42)
while for large |g∗z|  1 we find:
v∗(z) = c|g∗z|5/2 + 4vdN
5
[
pi
2
Θ(g∗z)|g∗z|5/2 − 1
4
ln((g∗z)2)− 1
5
]
+O(1/|g∗z|), (43)
with Θ(x) being the Heaviside step function.
As discussed, e.g., in [70–72], the solution at large val-
ues of z is given by the dimensional scaling (includ-
ing the anomalous dimension) which in our case gives
v∗(z) = A+ z5/2 at positive z. If the fixed-point po-
tential is real, the corresponding expression for negative
z should be v∗(z) = A− |z|5/2. Focussing on the case
c = 0, the large-z scaling is produced by the same terms
that admit a Taylor expansion at low z, i.e., the large
z-scaling provides a boundary condition for the analytic
solution. This case is clearly realized for z > 0, and
provides A+ =
4pi
10 vdN g∗. On the other hand, we find
A− = 0. This is a special case of the general scaling
ansatz, and shows that A+ 6= A− for our case.
Note a major difference of our model to the case of,
e.g., the Wilson-Fisher fixed point with one field species:
In the latter case, the solution to the homogenous equa-
tion, i.e., the one determined by dimensional scaling, only
holds at large field values, as the threshold function de-
pends on the derivatives of the potential. In that case,
the right-hand side of the Wetterich equation contains a
term ∼ 1/(1 + v′′). Only in the asymptotic large-field
regime can this term be neglected, and the dimensional
scaling ansatz therefore only describes the behavior of the
solution at large fields, but not everywhere. In contrast,
our case features a threshold function that is independent
of the potential v(z), as the fluctuating modes dominat-
ing at large N are not those of the z-field. Thus, the
solution to the homogenous equation, c |g∗z|5/2 can be
added to that of the inhomogeneous equation at all field
values and c can be chosen freely. It is only restricted by
analyticity-considerations, but any value of c provides a
solution to the fixed-point equation. We can now ask
whether this property will persist at finite N . In that
case, the z-fluctuations will enter the right-hand-side of
the equation and an additional term ∼ 1/(1 + v′′) will
appear. Then, the situation will be analogous to that
of the Wilson-Fisher fixed point with one field species:
The dimensional scaling ansatz v∗ ∼ |z|5/2 will only hold
asymptotically, at large field values. It will not be possi-
ble to add a term |z|5/2 to the solution. Thus, the case
of finite N will restrict the viable solutions to c = 0. De-
manding a continuous large-N limit thus suggests to set
c = 0 everywhere.
If we insist on the large-N fixed-point potential be-
ing analytic in z, we must choose c = 0. In this case
the potential is unbounded from below. On the other
hand, if we allow a small non-analyticity, e.g., with
0 < c 1, the fixed-point potential becomes completely
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FIG. 8. Large-N fixed-point potential for c = 0 (solid) and
c = (1/100)× 4vdN/5 (dashed).
stable (dashed line in Fig. 8). Within perturbation the-
ory, a non-analytic contribution to the microscopic action
would prohibit a straightforward interpretation in terms
of Feynman diagrams. Even beyond perturbation the-
ory, one would usually demand a theory space that can
be spanned in terms of functions that admit a Taylor
expansion. Admitting further non-analytic functions to
extend the basis in theory space presumably could result
in problems with predictivity, as each of these functions
comes with a coupling that could become relevant. As
a simple example, consider all functions of the form 1zα ,
with α ∈ R+. These come with couplings of increas-
ing canonical mass dimension, and therefore result in an
infinite number of free parameters, if the theory is con-
sidered in the vicinity of the Gaussian fixed point. For
these reasons, we conclude that c = 0 seems to be the
only viable choice in a perturbative context4. We thus
conclude that the potential is not stable in the large N
limit in the z direction, at least if we insist on analytic-
ity. Our results indicate that the situation for the O(N)
model with an additional scalar coupled through a cubic
interaction is analogous to that for the pure quartic O(N)
model [40]: There, also no analytic fixed-point solution
that features a stable fixed-point potential exists at large
N . As a next step, we will investigate the φi direction,
and also consider the situation at finite N .
VII. POTENTIAL STABILITY AT FINITE N
We are interested in the properties of the potential in
the vicinity of z = 0 = φ, in the two-dimensional field
space spanned by z and φ. This can efficiently be cap-
tured by considering a two-dimensional Taylor expansion
4 On the other hand, explicit examples are known where fixed-
point potentials exhibit nonanalyticities, which are nonpertur-
bative phenomena, see, e.g., [73].
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FIG. 9. Comparison of exact large-N fixed-point solution
(thick gray, c = 0) with truncated LPA results at N = 10 000
in the sharp cutoff scheme. From long to shorter dashing:
LPA3′, LPA4′, LPA5′, LPA6′, LPA8′. Close to the local min-
imum the LPA perfectly captures the fixed-point potential.
in the bosonic fields ρ and z
u(ρ, z) = m2φρ+ λ1z +
∑
n+m≥2
λn,m
n!m!
znρm . (44)
Then, we have λ2,0 = m
2
z, λ1,1 = g and λ3,0 = λ, cf.
Eq. (6).
To highlight that such an expansion already works very
well on a quantitative level at low orders of the expansion
in the vicinity of the local minimum, we compare the re-
sults in the LPA′ at different orders to the full solution at
large N , cf. Fig. 9. On the other hand, just as one should
expect within a local expansion, the global properties are
captured less well; in particular the LPA′ overestimates
the drop of the potential at negative z.
FIG. 10. Fixed point potential at  = 1 and N = 10 000.
The lower panel clearly exhibits the local minimum of the
potential. We use an LPA′ with maximally φ8 and z4.
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FIG. 11. Fixed point potential in the sharp cutoff scheme at
 = 1 and N = 1000− 10 i, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., 99} (from red to blue)
plotted along the φ axis at z ∈ {−0.1, 0, 0.1} (from left to
right). The LPA′ takes into account up to z4 and φ4.
We now use the two-field expansion, Eq. (44), to in-
vestigate the fixed point at finite N . We observe the ex-
istence of a local minimum in the two-dimensional space
spanned by φ and z, cf. Fig. 10. In the φ direction,
the local minimum is generated by a positive mass term,
m2φ > 0. All higher-order terms in the φ direction are
negative, λ0,m < 0 for m > 1. This results in an insta-
bility of the potential towards larger absolute values of
φ. While the expansion of a globally stable potential can
feature negative coefficients at some order in the fields,
the coefficients typically alternate in sign in the case of a
globally stable potential. In contrast, we observe that all
coefficients λ0,m < 0 for m > 1 are negative, suggesting
the onset of instability.
As a next step, we explore whether quantum fluctua-
tions of z, which become more important at smaller N
feature signatures of a stabilization mechanism for the
fixed-point potential: In fact, our result indicates the
opposite behavior as expected from our analysis of the
constant c in Eq. (41): Towards negative z, we observe
an unstable potential. Moreover, the lower the value
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FIG. 12. Convergence of the two-field potential within differ-
ent orders of the LPA in φ: LPA4′ (red dotted), LPA6′ (green
dashed), LPA8′ (black solid) at  = 1 and N = 1000.
of N the faster the onset of instability towards large φ,
see Fig. 11. As both mass terms, m2z and m
2
φ, stay posi-
tive at the fixed point and a local minimum always exists
at φ = 0. Our results however do not indicate a stabiliza-
tion of that local minimum, as all higher-order couplings
stay negative, see Fig. 12 for a study of the convergence
within the LPA′. In the region where the LPA′ converges
around the local minimum, our results indicate that the
minimum cannot be the global one. Let us emphasize
that a local expansion of the flow equation for the fixed-
point potential cannot efficiently detect the formation of
a second, global minimum. If such a second minimum
existed, and the potential were bounded from below, the
situation would correspond to metastability. To explore
this potential possibility, global-solution methods must
be applied, such as, e.g., those of Ref. [74]. With the lo-
cal expansion employed here we can only exclude that the
local minimum close to the origin φ = z = 0 appears not
to be a global minimum as our local expansion captures
the onset of instability.
The fixed-point potential is unstable in the z direc-
tion at large N , unless we allow for the existence of
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non-analytic terms which we conjecture to also violate
continuity of the solution in N , and we do not detect a
stabilization mechanism at finite N . We thus conclude
that our results suggest that the fixed-point potential is
unstable, at least in the vicinity of the origin.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have explored an O(N) symmetric model with an
O(N) vector φ coupled to an additional composite field
z via a cubic interaction. It has recently been proposed
that this model features an UV fixed point in d = 5 di-
mensions [1], thus representing another candidate for an
asymptotically safe quantum field theory. Within a one-
loop and higher-order  expansion in dimension d = 6−,
the fixed point was found to lie at real values of the cou-
plings only above a critical number of components Nc of
the vector field φ. The estimate for Nc when extrapo-
lated to the relevant case  = 1 has been found to dras-
tically depend on the order of the  expansion. Thus, a
central question is whether one can find an estimate for
Nc beyond the perturbative expansion. For our study,
we have employed the functional renormalization group,
which can capture the relevant physics in any dimension
directly. In the vicinity of d = 6, our method reproduces
the results for the fixed-point values and anomalous di-
mensions found within the  expansion.
In the introduction, we have identified three central
questions, which we have set out to answer.
1. What is the true Nc in five dimensions?
Following this fixed point to d < 6, we find that Nc de-
creases rapidly, in qualitative but not quantitative agree-
ment with the -expansion results. Within our approxi-
mation, we find that a stable and real fixed point exists
all the way down to N = 1 for all dimensions 4 < d < dc
with dc ≈ 5.65, cf. Fig. 6. In this context, stability refers
to the number of relevant directions, which we find to
be three, see below. Our results thus suggest that there
exists no Nc for all N ≥ 1 in d = 5.
2. Does the classical equivalence of the cubic theory
defined by Eq. (1) and the original quartic O(N)
model continue on the quantum level?
We have explored the universal scaling exponents of the
cubic model, explicitly comparing with those of the pure
O(N) universality class at large N . We find that two of
the relevant critical exponents precisely agree, while the
cubic model features an additional RG relevant direction
with positive critical exponent. Thus, the universality
class of the pure quartic O(N) model is actually embed-
ded in that of the cubic model. Our results imply that
the models are not fully equivalent, unless one already
restricts some of the couplings to lie on the critical hy-
persurface of the fixed point. This suggests that physi-
cally, the additional field z is in fact a new, independent
degree of freedom in the model, instead of simply captur-
ing momentum-dependent interactions in the pure O(N)
model in a more efficient way.
3. Does the cubic model feature a stable fixed-point
potential?
We have explored the global properties of the fixed-point
potential at large N , which turned out to be unstable
towards negative z, unless nonanalytic terms are allowed
in the fixed-point action. This is similar to the results
of the analysis of the O(N) model within the original
quartic formulation [40].
In order to address the situation at finite N , we
have evaluated the fixed-point potential in the two-
dimensional field space spanned by φ and z. While we
uncover the existence of a local minimum, it only exists
due to a positive mass term for φ, while all higher-order
couplings in φ are negative. This suggests the onset of
instability for larger values of φ. Moreover, our local ex-
pansion features an instability towards large negative z,
as is already implied by the analytic solution for large N .
We should emphasize that our finite-N study, based on
a local expansion of the potential, cannot firmly exclude
the possibility that quantum fluctuations generate a sec-
ond minimum at larger field values. This could result in a
potential that is globally bounded from below, and would
imply that the minimum that we have investigated here
is in fact metastable. To address this question, global
methods such as those in [74] should be employed. This
is left for a future study. Here, we can only conclude
that quantum fluctuations do not appear to stabilize the
local minimum, but in fact trigger a faster onset of its
instability towards lower N .
The fixed point of the cubic model hence appears to
suffer from the same deficiency as the Wilson-Fisher fixed
point of the original quartic O(N) model in d > 4, at
least at large N and as long as one insists on an analytic
fixed-point potential. This raises the question whether
it may at all be possible, at least in principle, to find
an explicit (e.g., lattice) construction with positive mea-
sure whose continuum limit realizes our fixed point. The
known lattice O(N) models [75–77] exhibit (in agreement
with the perturbative expectation [78]) trivial critical be-
havior, governed by the noninteracting Gaussian fixed
point. It is not clear whether a lattice study can assess
the nontrivial fixed point of our cubic theory, as it would
require to overcome the notorious difficulties that arise
through the nonanalyticities of the fixed-point potential.
In summary, we have found an interacting fixed point
of the cubic O(N) model which exists for all N in d = 5.
The universality class it defines includes the standard
O(N) universality class (analytically continued to d > 4),
but features an additional RG relevant direction. On the
quantum level, the cubic O(N) model hence is not fully
equivalent to the original quarticO(N) model. Our study
indicates that no stable analytic fixed-point potential can
be found, questioning the realization of the fixed point
from underlying a well-defined quantum field theory.
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